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vs.

PROCESS

CONTENT



IQ is a natural gift, but learning is a skill.

• PROCESS matters as much as content.

• Success in school (and in life) requires LEARNED 
INDEPENDENCE

• Parents can help BUILD PROCESS SKILLS while they are 
developing naturally

• Having a GROWTH MINDSET matters

• Parents can help by “WATERING THE SEEDS” vs. the weeds



EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS
ARE A SET OF PROCESSES 

• Inhibition
• Shift
• Emotional control
• Initiation
• Working memory
• Planning and organization 
• Materials organization
• Self-monitoring



Paul Thompson, Ph.D., UCLA Laboratory of Neuroimaging

Progress In Executive 
Functioning Is Developmental

Computer Imaging 
Model



Expected but not fully

taught in school



What happens when?

Intellectual 
Ability

(CONTENT)
Executive 
Function

(PROCESS)



Executive Functions:
Meet Study Skills

• Inhibition
• Shift
• Emotional control
• Initiation
• Working memory
• Planning and organization 
• Materials organization
• Self-monitoring

EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS

• Time Management
• Organization
• Planning/Prioritizing
• Shift/Tasks/Transition
• Task Initiation 
• Task Completion
• Impulse Control (Inhibit)
• Emotional Control
• Self-Monitoring
• Working Memory

STUDY SKILLS



The goal is
Learned Independence

Students understand 
and use the skills 
necessary for success

….with decreasing adult 
intervention 



SO…

WHAT DO WE DO 

IN THE MEANTIME?







Build the Right Environment

-Hard Surface
-Good Lighting
-Large workspace
-Comfortable, but

functional chairs

- All supplies available
- Whiteboards work!
- Free from distraction

Help them SEE
what time
looks like

Find a HOME 
for 

Electronics!



Build in Time!

STUDENT SHOULD: 

1.Shade in all the 
times when they are 
at school, 
extracurricular 
activities, or traveling

2.Look for the “White 
Space” or free time in 
their schedule that 
can be reserved for 
homework



Build the Homework Plan
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KEYS TO PLANNING

1. IDENTIFYING THE SPECIFICS
OF THE ASSIGNMENT 
(VS. “MATH HOMEWORK”)

2. PREVIEW THE ASSIGNMENT 
(REDUCES THE BARRIERS)

3.  ALTERNATE EASY/HARD 
(“EASY” vs. STRESSFUL)

DOWNLOAD AT:
https://thestudypro.com/remote-coached-homework-center/



Build Through
Chunks!

CHUNKS are the smaller steps of 
assignments that together will 
create a completed project.

They are also the steps that go into 
nightly work to make it more
manageable.

CHUNKING = 
TAKING MORE 
DIRECTED ACTION.



Possible Science Fair Projects Chunks

● Choose problem

● Write hypothesis

● Buy Materials 

● Plan procedures

● Conduct Experiment / 
Make Observations 

● Record data

● Write results

● Write conclusion

● Finishing Touches (Edit, Add pictures)

● Rehearse Presentation



Build Strategies to Get Started!
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Build Strategies to Start by
Starting Small!!!

Change your location – sit in a different 
room.

Put your phone in another room where you 
can hear and set the timer.

Close tabs, except for the one you need 
open for your work.

Call a friend to help you get started / work 
on the assignment.

Set your intention to yourself or share with 
someone else.

Make a plan that is specific (e.g., do 
problems 1 to 5 vs. “do math homework”).

Set up motivators to give you rewards for 
completing task(s).

Start with something easy.
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• Read the directions.

• See if there are any materials you have to get 
(e.g., graph paper, poster board, etc.).

• Title the page for a paper.

• Do the first 5 problems or questions.

• Set a timer and work for 5 minutes and see how 
far you get (helps with time estimation to finish).

• Put 1 single keyword to answer each question to 
help get started.

• Use Google Voice to record a brain dump for a 
rough draft.



Build in Brain Breaks!
Brain breaks 
are planned 
learning activity 
shifts that 
mobilize 
different 
networks of the 
brain.

Brain Breaks 
RESTORE 
STUDENT 
FOCUS!

•Take a short walk
• Get a drink of 
water
• Jumping Jacks
• Use a hand fidget / 
stress ball
•Get a small snack
• Doodle
•Puzzle / Sudoku
•Playdough/thinki
ng putty

STRETCHING

• Tree Pose (Yoga)
• Close your eyes, 

Count to 10
• Energizer Breath 

(Head on desk, Lift 
up slowly)
• Calf / muscle 

Pump
• Cross Crawl 

(Crossing the 
Midline
• Square Breathing



Build a Growth Mindset! 
LEARNING and STRETCHING

are what makes us smart 

vs. being never making 
mistakes or ”getting it” fast

Don’t 
know

Know

Don’t 
know

Don’t 
know

Know

“Smart” is a Journey

EFFORT is the Fuel

OUR POTENTIAL 
is our ability to develop 

skills over time …

We may just not be there

…“YET”



Build a Growth Mindset! 

SOURCE: 
https://www.ted.com/talks/eduardo_briceno_how_to_get_better_at_the_things_you_care_about

The consequences of making a mistake shouldn’t be significant!!

https://www.ted.com/talks/eduardo_briceno_how_to_get_better_at_the_things_you_care_about


Effects of Mindsets
Ability vs. Effort

FIXED  = ABILITY 
= something you can 

NOT control

◦ “You’re so Smart”, “You’re so 
talented” are labels 

◦ You can’t control that but want 
to defend it

◦ When you are given a positive 
label, you are afraid to lose it / 

put at risk à
◦ which is why Fixed Mindset 

children rejected more 
challenging tasks

GROWTH = EFFORT 
= something you 

CAN control

◦ “If  I didn’t do well, I just need to 
try harder, find different 

strategies”

◦ “If I don’t fully understand, I just 
don’t get it …YET!”

◦ Why 90% of growth mindset  
children wanted more 

challenging tasks



Develop a Positive Growth 
Mindset Through Praise

“You are so SMART”

+

“You are so TALENTED”
_______________

= A Fixed Mindset!

Praising EFFORT
+

Praising STRATEGIES
+

Praising PERSEVERANCE
+

“Praising CHOICES”
_______________

= A Growth Mindset!



Person
Praise

Source:  https://www.mindsetkit.org/

Process
Praise



Building positive relationships:
watering the seeds, not the weeds
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“The seeds we plant,
the seeds we water,
the seeds we tend to,
Are the ones that
bloom.”

Lisa A. McCrohan



If learned independence / EF 
doesn’t come naturally, 
7 things parents can do….

1. Look at the “need” behind the behavior…
◦ Do they have the skills?  
◦ Do they have something else going on?

2. Lower the stakes - the consequences of making a mistake 
shouldn’t be significant.

3. Praise the effort vs. the results – don’t make “smart” a label. 

4. Focus on the process - help them build systems, strategies, 
and processes. 

◦ You can give them the “bumper lanes” – but don’t do it for 
them!



If learned independence / EF 
doesn’t come naturally, 
7 things parents can do….

5. Watering the seeds of what we want to see grow will result in 
”mastery” – we all need to be reminded that there were times 
we couldn’t even do something…yet!

6. "No one does better on a test because they are told that the 
stakes are high”…

7. Let them fail (early and often) - if kids don’t learn failure, they 
won’t learn resilience. Knowing we can handle difficult 
things is key to strong self-esteem.



“Grades are 
dependent 

on process as 
much as 

intellect.”

“Even the
smartest kids

may be missing
organizational

skills.”



“Power Panel: 
Being the Best Parent

we can be 
Amidst the Turmoil”

Wed Oct 27, 2021
9:00am - 10:15pm

Cost: FREE



FREE GROWTH MINDSET 
WORKSHOP (4th & 5th Grades)

FREE!
Growth Mindset:  

Pushing Through Frustration

Saturday Nov 6, 2021
1:30pm – 3:00pm 

To attend this FREE WORKSHOP see https://thestudypro.com/workshops/
For information on our FULL growth mindset/study skills course visit www.TheStudyPro.com

https://thestudypro.com/workshops/
http://www.thestudypro.com/


CONTACT US

info@thestudypro.com

www.TheStudyPro.com

Location:

6849 Old Dominion Drive, 

Suite 200

McLean, VA 22101

mailto:info@thestudypro.com
http://www.thestudypro.com/

